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Minutes of meeting held on 8 June 2015 

 
Place: HM Treasury, 1 Horse Guards Road, London, SW1A 2HQ 

 
Attendees: 
 

Name Organisation 

Ian Neale Aries Pensions 

Karen Goldschmidt ACA 

Paddy Millard Tax Help for Older People 

Teresa Preece Chartered Institute of Taxation 

Iain Mills Zurich 

Paul Garwood ICAEW 

Dave Sadler Aviva 

Katharine Lindley ATT 

Jon Allen ABI 

Susan Cattell ICAS 

Dave Roberts NAPF 

Vince Flanagan ILAG 

Larry Darby LITRG 

Zac Gallagher AMPS 

Benjamin Mack NEST 

Rowan Howard APL 

Steven Coe TISA 

Jo Gibson HMRC (Chair) 

Daniela Paul HMRC 

John Bhandal HMRC 

Paul Cottis HMRC 

Anne Smith HMRC 

Sarah Mee HMRC 

Sarah Kelsey HMRC 

Richard Coneron HMRC 

 
Apologies from Chas Roy-Chowdhury (ACCA), Samantha Mann (CIPP) 
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Agenda Item 1 Introduction, domestics and actions 
 
1 The chair welcomed attendees, introductions were given and domestics were 

covered.  The action point from the last meeting was covered – this was 
closed. 

 
 
Agenda Item 2 Pension Schemes Services – Policy Team update 
 
2 HMRC explained that following the 2015 general election, HMRC is working to 

establish the Government’s priorities in terms of pension work but that it’s very 
early days of the new Government so were unable to provide any certainties. 
 

3 HMRC confirmed that there would be a budget on 8 July 2015 and that shortly 
thereafter there would be a Finance Bill 2015 No 2 with Royal Assent likely in 
autumn 2015. 
 

4 HMRC also explained that it would be likely that there would be a further 
Finance Bill next year but at this stage were unable to say what may be in 
either Finance Bill. 
 

Pension flexibility  
 
5 HMRC confirmed that work continues on the lump sum death benefits change 

of taxation to marginal rate which was announced by the previous 
Government. 
 

6 HMRC also confirmed that work is continuing to pick up any missed 
consequentials and where necessary to tidy up the legislation. HMRC 
provided the example of addressing the current mismatch between nominee 
and dependant. 
 

7 HMRC explained that they are listing these points so that they can refer to 
Ministers and asked attendees to feed back any additional points that may 
need to be addressed. Points can be emailed to the Pensions Policy Team 
mailbox at pensions.policy@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk . 

 
 
Update on the consultation of the secondary annuity market 
 
8 HMRC referred to the open consultation about the sale of annuities, 

announced at the March 2015 budget to allow existing annuitants to sell their 
annuities on the open market. This consultation is open until 18 June and 
HMRC encouraged attendees to submit their responses and comments. 
 

9 HMRC explained that this is not an HMRC led policy; that HM Treasury are 
leading on this with input from DWP, FCA and HMRC.  
 

 
 

mailto:pensions.policy@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk
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Lifetime allowance (LTA) reduction to £1m and new protection regimes 
 
10 HMRC thanked attendees for views they submitted on the previous budget 

announcement in March 2015 that the LTA would reduce to £1m. HMRC 
assured attendees that these comments would be factored into considerations 
regarding a further LTA protection regime. 
 

11 HMRC explained that early work was being done to establish options for a 
new protection regime. The last protection regime consisted of Fixed 
Protection 2014 (with individuals applying for this in advance and with a cut-
off date) and Individual Protection 2014 (individuals had three years to apply 
for this). 
 

12 HMRC explained that current thinking was that the types of protection 
wouldn’t change but that the process may. 
 

13 HMRC asked attendees for views on whether self certifying at the point the 
member takes benefits was preferable to protection applications in advance. 
 

14 HMRC also explained that historically a cut-off date of 5 April has posed 
problems for individuals applying for protection so asked whether extending 
the deadline for applications would help with this. Attendees asked why 
HMRC would consider extending the deadline and HMRC explained that it 
received late applications from members who aren’t aware of the deadline. 
 

15 The forum also discussed the option to allow accrual/contributions to be 
undone but attendees felt that this would be very complicated for the pensions 
industry to implement. 
 

16 Attendees felt that the Individual Protection model worked well, the three year 
period would be sufficient for Individual Protection 2016. 
 

17 Attendees felt that if an individual hadn’t accrued benefits but had missed the 
application deadline that it would be sensible to consider allowing them three 
years during which to submit their application for Fixed Protection 2016. 
 

18 HMRC asked attendees for views on a process of self-certification by the 
member to take place when the member crystallised benefits. Initial feedback 
from attendees was that trustees and scheme administrators preferred an 
upfront application process. This is because of concerns that mistakes would 
be made by the member, coupled with the joint and several liability on the 
scheme member and scheme administrator to the LTA charge. It was felt that, 
inevitably, the scheme would find itself undertaking the majority of the 
corrective work.  
 
A process whereby the member applies for protection and receives a 
certificate detailing the protection involves more information being gathered in 
a more timely fashion and this is likely to be more reliable and provide better 
surety to scheme administrators and trustees. 
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19 Attendees raised a timing issue affecting individuals who use salary sacrifice 
as a way of having contributions made into their pension schemes. An 
attendee explained that often individuals have to opt into or out of salary 
sacrifice on an annual basis and once they have opted in for a year, they 
cannot reverse this decision. This may mean that some individuals might 
already be committed to contributions to their defined contribution schemes 
past 5 April 2016 which could mean that they would lose 
Fixed Protection 2016 (if it mirrors Fixed Protection 2014).  Attendees felt that 
allowing a one-off lifestyle change would help people mitigate this situation. 
 

20 Attendees raised concerns that the reduction will affect more people who may 
not know that they will be affected by this change. 
 

21 Attendees asked for details of the timescale for implementing the new 
protection regime. HMRC explained that it was unlikely that this would feature 
in the summer Finance Bill 2015 No. 2. 
 

22 The forum considered the benefits of whether a period of grace could be 
introduced to allow individuals who might otherwise continue to accrue 
benefits to arrange for accrual to cease. This could involve extending the 
traditional April deadline for protection applications to June.  
 

23 Attendees explained that for defined contribution schemes it would be useful 
to have a definitive process by September as for many people, there is a 
December cut-off date for agreeing details of remuneration package for 2016 
to 2017.  
 

24 Attendees also raised the easement on auto-enrolment as an argument 
against scrapping member applications for protection. 
 

25 HMRC said that they would consider these points along with other points 
raised. 
 

26 Attendees felt that it would be helpful if the Government re-announced the 
reduction in LTA at the July 2015 Budget to confirm that the current 
Government planned to go forward with the decision made by the previous 
Government and ensure that people were sighted on the reduction and 
possible implications.  

 
 
Conservative manifesto proposal for tapered annual allowance for income over 
£150k 
 
27 HMRC explained that they are currently working with HM Treasury and 

ministers on the tapered annual allowance proposal. Work focusses on how 
this regime would work and in particular the big issue relates to whether or not 
to align pension input periods (PIPs) to tax years and have an income 
definition for a particular tax year. 
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28 HMRC explained a decision not to align PIPs would lead to a complicated 
straddling PIP regime and depending on timescales an anti-forestalling 
regime. Attendees felt that an anti-forestalling regime would be unwelcome. 

 
29 HMRC welcomed thoughts from attendees on aligning PIPs and the income 

definition. 
 

30 These proposals were new to attendees and so they were only able to offer 
initial comments. Attendees felt that there may be inequity for members in 
schemes with different pay models and explored HMRC’s outline that it might 
be that the relevant income would be measured adding in an amount 
representing pension accrual paid for by the employer. 
 

31 The forum also discussed HMRC’s outline of the possible introduction of an 
income floor which would aim to give more certainty to members that if their 
income fell below a certain amount (ignoring employer pension funding), that 
they wouldn’t be affected by the tapered annual allowance. 
 

32 The forum discussed potential problems if income is measured for the same 
tax year as the annual allowance affected, around members not knowing their 
income in time to make their pension savings decision for a particular tax 
year. Attendees asked HMRC to consider the pros and cons of, for example 
2015-2016 income being used to set 2016-2017 annual allowance to give 
such timely knowledge.  
 

33 Attendees also felt that some form of easement, for example carry back 
should be introduced. It was also noted that a protection regime would be 
needed to ensure that members aren’t disadvantaged. 
 

34 One attendee asked HMRC to consider whether the ‘wholly and exclusively’ 
rule regarding employer contributions was effective, whether this was needed 
and whether this could be scrapped for individuals with income under £150K. 
 

35 HMRC explained for the development of all new policies, analysis is carried 
out to look at the industry burden and exchequer cost and that with this in 
mind they are currently working with HM Treasury and the Government to 
look at the opportunities and timings for changes. 
 

36 HMRC couldn’t provide any certainty of timescales for the tapered annual 
allowance at this stage but would provide this as soon as known. 
 

37 Attendees fed back that they were already receiving questions from 
individuals and IFAs following the manifesto announcement about whether to 
carry on contributing to their pension schemes. 
 

38 Attendees also raised an additional point regarding pension savings 
statements which they felt is already burdensome for the industry and which 
they felt would be more so with the introduction of the tapered annual 
allowance. HMRC appreciate that this is a difficult issue - particularly that the 
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issue of these statements wouldn’t work easily in a transitional year. 
 

39 HMRC explained that they look to ensure the minimum administrative burden 
for scheme administrators but have to balance this with giving taxpayers the 
opportunity to pay the right amount of tax at the right time. 
 

 
 
Recognised Overseas Pension Schemes (ROPS) 
 
40 HMRC explained that regulations relating to overseas pension schemes (The 

Overseas Pension Schemes (Miscellaneous Amendments) Regulations 2015) 
were laid before 2015 purdah but that there were elements missing that were 
in the consultation draft published earlier in the year.  
 

41 HMRC explained that these issues are still under consideration and that they 
want to meet with people to discuss the next iteration of these regulations. 
Any forum members interested in being involved in these discussions can 
register their interest with Paul Cottis at pensions.policy@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk or 
Sarah Mee at pensions.businessdelivery@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk . 
 

42 Attendees fed back that there was uncertainty around transferring pension 
benefits overseas following the recent HMRC letters (of 17 April 2015) which 
were sent to ROPS regarding the minimum pension age requirement.  
 

43 HMRC explained that although ROPS have to confirm that they meet the 
minimum pension age requirement by 17 June 2015, the ROPS have to test 
as at 6 April 2015. If HMRC does not receive a response from a ROPS by 
17 June 2015, the ROPS will be taken off the published ROPS Notifications 
List. 
 

44 Some attendees had been unaware of this requirement and as a 
consequence asked whether there would be a period of grace for scheme 
administrators who have transferred to an overseas scheme which is 
subsequently removed from the list. HMRC explained that there are no plans 
to introduce a period of grace and that scheme administrators should continue 
to carry out due diligence on any transfers that they make. 
 

45 HMRC said that it would consider due diligence checks carried out by the UK 
scheme administrators for cases where tax charges apply but that this would 
be on a case by case basis. 
 

46 Attendees explained that there are additional pressures when considering 
transfer requests from customers who aren’t happy about delays or refusals to 
transfer. 
 

47 Attendees raised issues with transferring to Australian and New Zealand 
pension schemes. The overseas tax rules mean that members of Australian 
and New Zealand schemes can take benefits from these schemes prior to age 
55 so don’t meet the minimum pension age requirement. HMRC confirmed 

mailto:pensions.policy@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk
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that they were aware of the issue and had contacted the Australian and New 
Zealand tax authorities to discuss. HMRC continues to work with HM Treasury 
and ministers to consider this issue. 
 

48 Attendees fed back that many pension scheme administrators were now not 
transferring to these pension schemes following the April 2015 changes. 

 
 
Other issues 
 
49 HMRC explained that there are a number of other outstanding policy issues 

that are due to be looked at and that would need finance bill space at some 
point. 
 

50 Dependant’s scheme pensions – HMRC confirmed that this issue hadn’t been 
forgotten and is still being looked at however this was further down the list of 
priorities. Attendees asked that this be looked at soon to prevent it becoming 
a big issue.  
 

51 Protected lump sums – HMRC confirmed that this was still an outstanding 
issue affecting those with A-day lifetime allowance protection but with no lump 
sum protection. This is also due to be looked at in the context of the LTA 
reduction to £1m. 
 

52 Change in normal minimum pension age – Attendees asked whether this was 
likely to be consulted on and whether they’d have the opportunity to comment. 
HMRC said that it was likely that this would be consulted on but that either 
way there would be the opportunity for forum members to feed comments 
back on this in due course. 
 

53 Bridging pensions (i.e. when scheme pension can reduce and continue to be 
authorised) – HMRC confirmed that this was also still due to be looked at and 
that further changes would be considered in light of the state pension 
reorganisation. 
 

54 HMRC explained that that work was currently being carried out on a couple of 
sets of outstanding regulations. Scottish Rate of Income Tax regulations – 
HMRC are in the process of finalising the information flow issue. Work is also 
continuing on the Real Time Information and flexibility regulations. 
 

55 HMRC referred to the three sets of draft regulations published early this year 
for comment: 
 
- The Registered Pension Schemes (Transfer of Sums and Assets) 
(Amendment No. 2) Regulations 2015 
 
- The Registered Pension Schemes (Provision of Information) (Amendment 
No. 2) Regulations 2015. 
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- The Registered Pension Schemes (Audited Accounts) (Specified Persons) 
(Amendment) Regulations 2015 
 
HMRC explained that there were no substantive changes to these regulations 
following consultation and that HMRC hoped to lay these very shortly. 

 
 
Agenda Item 3 – Pension Schemes Services - Business Delivery and Change 
Team update 
 
Pension flexibility 
 
56 HMRC discussed pension flexibility and the operational challenges this posed. 

The number of pension flexibility payments has been higher than anticipated. 
With effect from 6 April 2015 HMRC have put in place new processes to deal 
with in-year repayment of tax on pension flexibility payments both for people 
who have a continuing source of income and for those who have no other 
income. 
 

57 HMRC confirmed that this included a 30 day turnaround process (from the 
date the information is received by HMRC) for processing repayment claims 
relating to pension flexibility payments.  
 

58 HMRC explained that there have been some initial reporting and operational 
issues which included mistakes being made on the use of the new RTI 
indicator as well as feedback from the industry regarding problems around 
payroll and splitting out payments. 
 

59 HMRC explained that there will be further changes to payroll systems which 
will consist of new value fields, inclusion of new taxable and non-taxable fields 
and indicators for death benefits and serious ill health. This should make 
reporting in respect of these pension flexibility payments easier. 
 

60 HMRC confirmed pension scheme administrators who have developed their 
systems to report under separate payroll identifiers or report on separate 
dates would continue to be able to do this post April 2016. 
 

61 HMRC are currently working with software developers, who should be feeding 
changes back to scheme administrators to give the industry as much 
advanced sight of these changes as possible. 
 

62 HMRC assured attendees that over the coming year they would be working 
closely with industry representatives on the operational side of the further 
pension flexibility changes. 
 

 
Pension flexibility - P50Z and P53Z 
 
63 HMRC explained that the 30 day turnaround process for processing 

repayments of tax on pension flexibility payments related to repayment claims 
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made on the new P50Z and P53Z forms. However HMRC has received a 
number of repayment claims from customers using the standard P50 and P53 
forms but for repayments in respect of pension flexibility payments.  
 

64 HMRC explained that repayments claimed using the standard forms do not 
fall within the priority 30 day processing because standard repayments go 
through a different process to repayments of tax relating to pension flexibility 
payments. 
 
 

65 HMRC asked attendees to remind their members that to avoid unnecessary 
delays, they should use these new P50Z and P53Z forms to request in-year 
repayments where a pension flexibility payment has been taken from a 
registered pension scheme to avoid delays in receiving their repayments. 
 
 

Pension flexibility – general  
 
66 Attendees raised a couple of cases relating to pension flexibility repayments 

for guidance. In each case HMRC asked attendees to provide more 
information outside the forum. 
 

67 Attendees also raised a potential problem caused by cancellation rights. 
Scheme administrators have to report pension flexibility payments on or 
before payment date, however attendees asked what happens if a member 
subsequently wants to exercise their cancellation right and no longer wants 
the payment to be made or where it has been made wants to repay it? 
 

68 HMRC said that in cases where the payment had been reported via RTI but 
where physical payment of the money had not been made the pension 
scheme administrator can resend an amended full payment submission to 
show the correct RTI position. 
 

69 However HMRC explained that if the scheme administrator has reported the 
payment by RTI and made payment to the member then this cannot be 
unwound. 
 

70 Attendees also pointed out that this could be an issue for drawdown payments 
where individuals first elect to go into drawdown. 
 

71 Attendees felt that scheme members have still not got a proper understanding 
of pension flexibility and the implications of what they are entering into and 
feel that individuals may be exploited and may be subject to scams. 
 

72 HMRC explained that they are working with other Government departments 
and agencies (e.g. FCA, DWP and the Pensions Regulator) to address and 
highlight the dangers of pension scams. 
 

73 Attendees also raised the topic of mixed benefits schemes saying that they 
are struggling to work out the way the law works for members taking both tax 
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free and taxed lump sums from these schemes (a common situation 
connected with AVCs). Attendees felt that HMRC are likely to see an increase 
in questions on this subject and felt that clarification examples would help. 
 

74 Attendees highlighted that the protected lump sum and the interaction of this 
with the new legislation was complex and welcomed any help HMRC can 
provide on this subject. 
 

75 Attendees flagged up concerns regarding GOV.UK content relating to 
member notification obligations in respect of the £10K money purchase 
annual allowance. The general concern shared by attendees was that there is 
no page setting out notification obligations on the member and the timescales 
for these notifications. Attendees asked if a member’s guide could be 
published on GOV.UK so that scheme administrators could point their 
members to this. 
 

76 HMRC explained that all content on GOV.UK was driven by user needs and 
the decision on final mainstream content design was held by Government 
Digital Services not HMRC. HMRC explained that evidence and 
representation from key customers/the pension industry may help when 
looking at future content design and encouraged attendees to feed back to 
HMRC at pensions.businessdelivery@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk. 
 

Pension liberation 
 
77 HMRC explained that they would be publishing the registration statistics for 

2014 to 2015 shortly, later than normal due to publishing restrictions during 
the election period. 
 

78 HMRC confirmed that for 2014 to 2015 in total 7,719 applications were 
received to register pension schemes, a 50 per cent reduction compared to 
applications received in 2013 to 2014. 
 
Of these schemes 90 per cent have been registered and HMRC have 
currently refused registration for about 7 per cent of applications. No decision 
has yet been made on the remainder. 
 

79 HMRC said that these figures show the positive effect that changes in the 
registration process have had. 
 

80 HMRC explained that they would continue to review pension liberation activity 
in light of the new pension freedoms and will continue to work to identify new 
trends in liberation schemes and models. 
 

81 HMRC explained that further changes to the Pension Schemes Online 
registration process will be made on 27 July which will mean that customers 
registering a pension scheme will need to provide more information to HMRC. 
 

82 HMRC explained that they are constantly reviewing processes in this area 
and encouraged attendees to feedback comment and information about 

mailto:pensions.businessdelivery@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk
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registration and pension liberation. 
 

83 Attendees said that they had seen a shift in pension liberation activity to 
QROPS schemes – with UK scheme members being targeted by non UK 
introducers and with individuals unaware of the consequences of receiving 
payments from ROPS/QROPS whilst UK resident. 
 

84 Attendees had concerns that a recent ombudsman’s decision may have 
opened up more potential for liberation because in the cases in question the 
individuals weren’t linked to the sponsoring employer of the scheme they 
wished to transfer to. 
 

85 Attendees felt that there were more sales people phoning individuals 
encouraging people to access their pension money and there was concern 
from all about where these companies are getting their data. 
 

86 One attendee recounted a call received from a promoter who was able to 
provide some quite case/scheme specific information about their pension 
scheme that wouldn’t have been in the public domain. 
 

87 Another attendee fed back that some promoters were encouraging people to 
move out of public sector schemes. 
 

88 Attendees welcomed anything HMRC could do to highlight concerns amongst 
other Government departments and agencies including encouraging the FCA 
to talk to overseas regulators to highlight and discuss concerns.  
 

89 Attendees asked whether HMRC are revisiting schemes which had previously 
been approved. HMRC confirmed that these schemes (any pre October 2013 
schemes) would be covered through the transfer process which was providing 
information on links between promoters and practitioners. 
 

90 Referring to the registration figures, attendees asked what the reasons for 
refusal to register were. HMRC explained that this could be for a number of 
reasons which may include no reply to the information notice issued, 
information provided being inaccurate or refusal to provide the information, 
scheme rules or deeds being incorrect or the fit and proper person test not 
being met. 
 

91 One attendee asked whether an option would be to reintroduce the 
Pensioneer Trustee. HMRC said that this had been considered but wouldn’t 
be EU compliant. HMRC said that at present no other options are being 
considered. 
 

92 HMRC explained that the fit and proper person test was being applied as 
often as possible to ensure that only fit and proper people can register 
pension schemes. 
 

93 The forum discussed the April 2015 changes to the online process which 
included a change to the online declarations. Attendees acknowledged that 
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the amended declarations require confirmation that the scheme administrator 
has a working knowledge of the pension tax rules but felt that this doesn’t 
address potential investment fraud and investment in unregulated investments 
continues to be a problem. 
 

94 One attendee asked whether there are many examples of HMRC refusing to 
register a scheme due to the investments being unsuitable for the scheme 
membership. HMRC explained that the process can include asking for copies 
of the scheme investment prospectus and that an application can be placed 
on hold whilst a decision is made. 
 

 
Agenda Item 4 – Pensions Tax Manual (PTM) 
 
95 HMRC thanked attendees for comment on the draft Pensions Tax Manual and 

explained that comments were now being reviewed with a view to updating 
content. 
 

96 HMRC explained that there had been a change to the publishing platform and 
that the Pensions Technical Team were currently being trained on updating 
content in the manual. 
 

97 HMRC confirmed that an update to the manual should still take place at some 
point during summer but couldn’t provide more details at this time. HMRC 
encouraged attendees to continue to feed comments back on the draft PTM 
as anything submitted in the next two to three weeks will be reviewed as part 
of this first update and anything received after this date would be looked at for 
future updates. All comments to be provided to 
ptm.consultation@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk . 
 

98 HMRC provided an outline of the feedback received. Responses indicated 
that customers prefer the new structure of the PTM and liked the longer page 
style. 
 

99 Attendees felt that the intended audience for the PTM was people who 
provide pensions and asked whether there was any intention to provide a 
consumer’s guide. HMRC explained that all member guidance sits on 
GOV.UK. 
 

100 Attendees were reassured that for future PTM updates a list of the updated 
pages would be provided as this was particularly helpful to identify changes. 
Attendees requested as much information about what may have changed on 
each page as possible. 
 

101 Whilst on the whole feedback had been positive, attendees indicated that in 
some places they would like more examples and will provide HMRC with 
further details for consideration. Attendees noted that the glossary had been 
reduced in length. Attendees also asked for a schedule of planned updates 
(even if this is as general as quarterly). 
 

mailto:ptm.consultation@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk
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102 Attendees asked whether HMRC envisaged customers currently looking for 
guidance should at the RPSM first and then refer onto the PTM. HMRC said 
that the PTM should now be the initial point of reference, the RPSM hasn’t 
been updated to include the most recent changes to the pension tax rules and 
will shortly be archived.  
 

103 Attendees also raised the issue of searchability. Neither the RPSM nor the 
PTM is visible on Google and there are problems when using the PTM search 
function. 
 

104 HMRC asked attendees to provide details of problems with searching these 
manuals and will take this forward. 
 

 
Agenda Item 5 – Any other business 
 
Ill health retirement rules 
 
105 One attendee asked whether there was any intention to review the ill health 

rules. The existing rules mean schemes with individuals who have retired on 
the grounds of ill health but who subsequently partially or fully recover can 
reduce or stop an ill health pension. However with the new pension freedoms 
individuals who have retired on the grounds of ill health, may have flexibly 
accessed the whole of their pension fund. The question was raised whether 
these rules were dated. The Pension Policy Team will consider this - 
attendees to email HMRC on this point. 

 
Recognised Overseas Pension Schemes (ROPS) Notifications List 
 
106 Attendees raised the subject of the Recognised Overseas Pension Schemes 

(ROPS) Notifications List. This was changed in April 2015 but attendees 
noted that there was no announcement accompanying this change. Attendees 
felt that the lack of announcement generated lots of comment, doubt and 
enquiries. 
 

107 HMRC explained that this change needed to be made but due to pre-election 
publishing restrictions, HMRC were prohibited from publicising this change. 
 

108 Attendees requested that when making future changes to the registration 
process, that these are publicised in advance because the April 2015 fit and 
proper person IT changes meant that scheme administrators had to fill in a lot 
of additional online information which could have been an issue. 
 

109 HMRC explained that publicising of future changes relating to tightening up 
the registration process to help combat pension liberation was not always 
possible. Publicising such changes could lead to an influx of registration 
applications before changes take effect.  
 

110 Attendees appreciated this but stressed that some, limited information was 
better than none. HMRC would consider this for future changes  
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Provisional date for the next Pensions Industry Stakeholder Forum 
 
111 HMRC confirmed the provisional date for the next Pensions Industry 

Stakeholder Forum is 7 October 2015. 


